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ABSTRACT

Atmospheric spectral attenuation coefficients have been
measured in ten narrow wavelength bands between 0.4 and
2.3 microns for a variety of weather conditions using two
overwater, sea-level paths of 5.5 km annd 16.3 kin. The
wavelengths bands were chosen so as to avoid molecular
absorption and were isolated by interference filters. A 60-
inch-diameter, high-intensity source and a 24-inch-diameter,
natuow-fieldreceiver were combined to yield relative scat-
tering attenuation coefficients (a) as a function of wavelength
(k). These were then scaled using values obtained at one
wavelength with a visual telephotometer. Log a vs log X
curves show a wide range of slopes and shapes, with a tend-
ency toward less slope in the infrared (indicating ihat a is
becoming independen[ of \ in the infrared). Some correla-
tion with relative humidity was found for relative humidities
greater than 70 percent. The anomalous slope reversal
between 1.68 and 2. 2 7 p is discussed, and a possible expla-
nation for the reversal is aiven as selective scattering by
the aerosol at these wavelengths.

PROBLEM STATUS

This is a final report or. one phase of this problem;
work is continuing on other phases.

AUTHORIZATION

NRL Problem A02-.17
Project RR 004-02-41-5152

Maz, scripl sbmitiled May 22, 1961.



ATMOSPHERIC ATTENUATION COEFFICIENTS IN THE
VISIBLE AND INFRARED REGIONS

INTRODUCTION

Radiation passing through the atmosphere is subject to attenuation by molecular and
particulate scattering and by absorption. The absorption iJ caused hy peimcaiient gases
and water vapor and occurs predominately at discrete wavelengths. Scattering on the
otoer hand is more continuous with wavelength and occurs to some extent at all wave-
lengths in the visible and near-infrared regions o1 the spectrum. Therefore, by isolating
narrow wavelength intervals between absorption bands one can measure the effect of scat-
tering with relative freedom from absorption influences.

PROCEDURE

Atmospheric spectral attenuation coefficients of the horizontal atmosphere were Ineas-
ured in ten narrow 'wvelength bands between 0.4 and 2.3 microns (Qz) through the use of
interference filters which isolated the different bands. The wavelengths were chosen to
be as free as possible from known molecular absorption. Two different over-water paths
were used in the Chesapeake Bay area, a 5.5-kin path which was nearly parallel to the
shoreline and a 16.3-km path which was entirely over water. The period covered by this
series of measurements extended from April 1959 to January 1960 and included cases Uf
light fog, haze, and clear weather. The 2 percent transmission range* (at 0.67,') encoun-
tered over the 5.5-km path varied from 5.5 km to 72 km and over the 16.3-km path it
varied from 3'7 km to 97 km. Relative humidities varied from 36 percent to 100 percent.

The light source was a xenon flash lamp (FT-503) installed at lhe focus of a 60-inch-
diameter reflector. The receiver consisted of an f/3.5 front-surfaced collector mirror,
24 inches in diameter, and a Newtonian diagonal mirror which was used to deflect thW
beam to a 2-inch-square. uncooled, lead-sulfide photodetector (Fig. 1). The filters were
inserted in the focal plane of the mirror, and the detector was mounted behind the f(ous.
The output of the detector was displayed on an oscilloscope screen on which were read
neak deflections from the lamp pulses, which occurred at 30.-secnnl intervals. Relative
transmission values were obtained by comparing the signals reccivcd at each wavelength
over 5.5 or 16.3 km to the corresponding signals received on a "zero" (zero attenuation) run.
During a zero run an attenuation disk with radial slots was placcd over the collector to
compensale for the signal increase caused by bringing the source clo)se to the receiver.
A 1000-ft path was used for the zero runs- which were made only when the meteorological
range was greater than 32 kmi.

CALIBRATION

Method

The transmission ot t'c athnosphere at 0.67,v was measur(d using a visual lelepho-
tonit'it'" for the Koschmicder method of contrast neasurement, as described by Curctin
and Durbin (1). The telephotomtcer consisted of ý. :sttalnr•d --ilt.red L-u:,ds and Northrop

it . - : , t t' - Ir ," • ', .- i , } }.'" , l l[ • ) l ' ' ' tl % ' ll : " ; " ,' " - " .
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60" DIA MIRROR, f/03 ATTENUATION DISC

NEWTONrAN DIAGONAL

FILTER
FLASNTLJBE Noj73

APERTURE 24"01A MIRROR,

1 2".e PbS CELt

Fig. 1 - Source-receiver system
(attenuation disk used for zero runs only)

optical brightness pyrometer fitted with a telescopic lens. it was used to measure the
brightness of a distant dark object, such as pine woods, and of the sky horizon. By con-
verting the brightness temperature readings of both objects to spectral radiant cuilttances
and substituting in the Koschmieder relationship, one obtains the transmission at 0.67u to
the woods (1). The transmission value at 0.67/1 was used to sa le the photoelectric rela-
tive transmission curve to one of absolute transmission. The absoiute transmission values
were then converted to attenuation coefficients for a I-km path. At this stage, the coeffi-
cients were plotted vs wavelength and were then replotted after a ;ubtraction of the com-
puted contribution due to Rayleigh scattering from a1ir molecules

Filhers

A composite curve of transmittance vs wavelength for all the tillers urjt:d is shown in
Fig. 2. In the visible region the bandwidths at ha!f peak transxnitatwe ;t'crage about 140 A
(14 mA) for nearly parallel light. The filters for 1.6 and 2.3t hav- half b;,ndwidths of the
order of 100 mEL. Since the filters were used in convergi,,g light, it' bandwidths in prac-
tice were greater than the figure indicates. From nieasmi-eucnts of spctraiJ transmittance
vs angle of incidence it was found that the tracsut t c curve ni ted 6 m p for one of the
visible filters and 3 mo, for the 1.64 filter for an incidence or caon ergence angle 01 8 degrees.
The total average bandwidth at half peak tran.mi i talace then bcconir's 20 in,: ior the visible
region and still of the order of 100 mp for the infrared. The peak wavelengths of the two
infrared filters are not quite centered between the water-v-apoi- ahaorption hands but are
located slightly on the long wavelength side of center, resulting in an effective shift of this
side of the filter pass band dependent upon water content of the atmosphere. The data at

these points were corrected for this effect using the Passman and Larmore (2) values for
transmission as a function of water content.

Methane

When the attenuation values at 2.27,. seemned to he consistently high we investigated
the possibility of absorption by other gases id the -itmosphere and found that Migeotte (3)
lists several methane bands in this region: namely, at 2.20, 2.32, 2.37, aid 2.43,.
Accordingly. the transnmissivity of methane was me;asured in the laboratory usiil; Jh, !,!tei
ceil and ,illo r voll±Iinat:!ol. It was •,h d Ihat 1 .lni-e.m of jiierhan', .hu9 was f:quivýl, rt
to thit Which would frequenily bhe c iii;te'i J Iil 1 7 5-kin path, h~Oa! h.al,-'iv. tr;..s -

I)itt.l.It 9f 97 perrtvi]ll JIO "it' "IIjI ;ltl.)!IIJ i. !; '.3-kn , tcpii,;:fI'ri! Ioat,!| -,', ] ).- 91, -il.
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Fig. 2 Composite transmittance curve for filters
used to measure attenuation ,cu.incients

The amounts of methane in the two paths were calculated using the ARDC model atmosphere
figure of 1.4 parts per million of methane by volume (4). This would be a minimum value
for the paths used here because the Chesapeake Bay location has appreciable surrounding
swamp land, a suggested source of methane (5).

RESULTS

There are available a total of 37 measurement runs, which were obtained on 27 dif-
ferent days. The data from these runs are given in Table 1 which includes information on
tie precipitable (ppt) water content (column 2) and the transmission per kilometer (T/kmi)
at 0. 6 7pz (column 4) as measured with the telephotometer. In some cases of thick haze or
fog the transmission changed during a run. In these cases the transmissions before and
after the run were known a. d -re given in column 4 of Table 1. The median value was
used for normalizing the data. The values ol the coefficients listed in Table I for 1.68
and 2.27k contain corrections for water vapor and methane absorption within the bandpass
of the filter. The contributions due to Rayleigh scattering are included in the tabulated
data and are listed separately at the end in case the reader desires to eliminate this coin-
ponent from the data. A majority of the runs were made using the 5.5-kmn path, the long
path being used from Oct. 26 through Nov. 30 only. The data corrected for water vapor
and methane absorption, and including the Rayleigh contribution, are shown plotted as
scattering coefficient vs wavelength in Figs. 3 through 8. For convenience, the curves
were grouped as much as possible according to slope. For example, all curves in Fig. 3
are rather flat in the infrared. The lower three curve5s h,-vc im-reasingly steeper slopes
i" the visible region. The slope of the bottom curve appro.,ches the slope of a Rayleigh

scattering distributi;. below Y053,. ino, has 1 flat pfortioi wviic', exterds ,te the green.
This behavor inljicates an- average particle ze for s,'t.s"a"e. wg is almost Ude.
pendent of wat' ulength i ;: ojýth ,,rso -ale" 2hA ie pa rfict-Is ar:" uairtr than the
waveltengtih ot ;h, :adiati,,.
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DISCUSSION

Scattering Coefficient Curves

Points on the a vs X curves were connected by straight lines rather than by drawing
a smooth curve of best fit because particle scattering does not necessarily vary monoton-
ically with wavelength. However, most of the deviations of the points from a smooth curve
are probably due to accumulated errors in the system, including twinkle, fluctuation of
source output, and errors in reading the scope trace. The effect of twinkle is especially
noticeable in the data for clear atmospheres, namely, on Apr. 9 (Fig. 4) and Nov. 2 (Fig. 5),
even though the average of several readings was taken. The effect was measured on a
clear day and found to involve fluctuations of ±6 percent based on the average of 5 readings.
This is believed to be the maximum variation due to twinkle.

The relative variation in the point at 2.271, does not seem to be due entirely to error.
In half the cases the value of the coefficient at 2 .2 7?p was greater than that at 1.6 8P. Such
a slope reversal does not occur this often at any other wavelength. In addition, the data
of Yates and Taylor (6) show the same behavior of this point, although with less regularity.
The reasodi for this behavior may involve weak absorption bands in the 2%2 -j. region. These
appear in the spectral curves of Ref. 6, one of which is reproduced as Fig. 9. At least a
small amount of absorption is always present even for a path as short as 1000 feet. This
absorption as well as the high measured value of scattering coefficient at 2.27k are not
related to the absolute or the relative humidity, which would seem to rule out water vapor
as the causative agent. The only other known absorbing gas in this region is methane (for
which an approximate correction has been made). Therefore, if the phenomenon is due to
absorption, it is believed that it is not caused by either of the gases for which corrections
have already been made. Another possible source of the high scattering coefficient may
be some sort of selective scattering.

100I __ I.- r '

p 1
60

z 40 hi\\Fig. 9 - Atmospheric transmission for a 16.25-km
path as a function of wave-lenigth (f romn Ref. 6 (show-

22 ing weak absorption structures in the Z j. region

0 L. .

19 20 2.1 22 23 24 25

WAVELENGTH (MICRONS)

The amount of precipitable water contained in the path does not correlate with the
scattering, but there is some correlation of scattering with relative humidity (except at
the wavelength mentioned above). In Fig. 10 the scattering coefficient at 5600A (0.56,)
is plotted vs relative humidity (RH). For humidities of 70 percent or greater the coeffi-
cient depends to some extent on the relative humidity. Below 70 percent RH, however,
no dependency exists, which is in agreement with the findings of Junge (7), Wright (8),
and others, and bears out Middleton's statement (9) that there is comparatively little
change in the radii of the nuclei with changes of relative humidity below about 70 percent.
Recently, Boileau (10) and Buma (11) have reported similar findings and in addition have
found an apparent discontinuity for relative humidities between 65 nid 85 percent. Such
2 di-continuit- is suggested by the present data (FiF 10) but the !.,dcncc i- not strong

;::. .h t Il.-' : it.
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Coe ffici ent Ratios

One would like to be able to predict the attenuation at a certain wavelength or Several
wavelengths by means of one or two simple measurements. The meteorological param-
eter-s sceem to be of little help, but theie is some limited corr'elation between coefficients
at v~arious wavelengths. For example, Curcio and Durbin ( -) investigated the relationship
of the coefficients at three wavelengths in the visible region and obtained average values
for the ratios of the coefficients at one wavelength to those at another wavelength. A
simiilar investigation was made using the present data.

In Fig, 11 the attenuation coefficient at 0.47i_, is plotted agrainst the coefficient atL 0.6?1, .
The line of best fit would have a slope of +0.97 buz a line of slope +1 has beeci fitted to th'-

ýdal,a, for convenience. This curve gives an ýverage relationship of u0_47 = 1.5,,o0 67 - Thii:i
conipares l avorabiy with• the value of 1.54 obtained by Curcio and Durbinl.

In Fig. 1 2 the attenuation coefficient at 0.56;;. is• plotted vs the attenuation coefficient
mat' .67.u, and by fitting the camz with a line of +1 slope, whic~h is within 470 of the slope of
ithe best-fit line, the relation derived is c O 1-"'7(_67 - Cur i n u b nu e .3 /
:,.nste.ad of 0.56/.,, so no direct comparison can be made with their value of 1.32.

A, similar plot, Fig. 1,3, was made of the coefficients in the blue againtst those in the
L--greeii r~esulting in a ratio -)I c,0.47 = 1.25 a'. 56 The degree of correlation of coefficients
"•t two different wavelengths depenc',5 on the closeness of the wavelengths. For example,
• ,.,heai an attempt was made to plot coefficients in the red vs those in thec infrared, a rather
I argo- sprerling of the points resulted, as shown in Figs. 14 and 15 (compare with Figs. 11
L o 13 ). A best-fit line was not applied to Fig. 15 due to the wide spread in the data. This

,precid is nio doubt caused by the change in slope between visible and infrared regions and
t ice f;-Act that this change occurs only part of the time. nn the ba•sis of existing data there,

i+... .

t, en,. s; lo be little hope of reliably predicting infrared scattering attenuation from a know-
One of the attenuation ia the visible. The difficulty is illustratain very plintedly ir Fig. 6

for thoEr two corvts of Sept. 29 and Jan. 13 which cross at about avlt
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A discussion of these results in relation to estimated particle-size distributions is
contained in an NRL report (12) and will not be discussed in detail here. Suffice it to say
that, in general, the acrosol on any particular day behaves, insofar as the variations of a
with X is concerned, like a two-component composite distribution, the main component
being described by a Junge distribution of the form dN/d log r = Cr- and the other either
by a distribution similar to that of aerosols found in maritime air, or by a relatively mono-
disperse distribution contained in a narrow radius interval.
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